In 1933, Turkey set out on a crash process of reforming its legal and health care delivery systems as well as its system of higher education using refugees fleeing the Nazis.
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While Nazi Germany's 1933 -Law for Reestablishing the Position of Civil Servants‖ caused the dismissal of all Jewish professors, it offered Turkey the unforeseen opportunity to transform the Darülfünun, an Ottoman institution of poor quality, into the University of Istanbul, a -lighthouse‖ Western-style research university, as well as supply other institutions with first class personnel. 2 The luminaries invited would be able, and expected, to continue their research and to publish. -Few realize that the University of Istanbul had the highest concentration of refugee professors in a single institution anywhere in the world.‖ 3 According to Norman Bentwich 4 some 1200 scholars and scientists were dismissed from German institutions in 1933-1934, 650 of whom emigrated. Considering that 190 of the 650 (29%) emigrated to Turkey this is a significant percentage. Of the 190 who found their way to Turkey a small number came from Austria after the Anschluss in 1938, and one each from Czechoslovakia and France. The few who remained in Turkey are buried there. Most eventually came to the US and catapulted America's science, humanities, and mathematics, to new heights. Some went to what is now the State of Israel. Émigré Kurt Steinitz built the first artificial kidney in Eretz Israel. Some of the older invitees returned to Germany in order to recoup their pension rights. In the process they helped de-Nazify Germany's post-war universities. Some were elected to Rektorship positions. Economist Fritz Neumark served two terms as post-war Rector of the University of Frankfurt.
In 1932 Albert Malche ), a Swiss professor of pedagogy, had been invited to Turkey by the young republic's administration to study the educational system and prepare a report recommending changes. His Rapport sur l 'université 5 in Basel, Switzerland, for the express purpose of identifying the leading names among the displaced intellectuals in each of the disciplines that, according to Malche's plan, Turkey needed for its development.. Rather than immigration, the Turks considered this an invitation for a temporary stay for scientific, medical, and technical specialists who, after having accomplished their signed obligations, would leave the country. The German professors were aware that their task was to become superfluous as quickly as possible by transferring professorial chairs to the rising Turkish generation. Their contracts were timelimited, and pension rights excluded. Accordingly, a select group of scholars from Germany with a record of leading-edge contributions to various scientific disciplines and professions found refuge in Turkey, helping to transform its university system and the entire infrastructure of the new Turkish state. Many created and served as directors of several medical institutes. Albert Eckstein became Director of Pediatric Services at the Ministry of Health, Composer Paul Hindemith and opera impresario Carl Ebert created the Music Conservatory, a school for the performing arts as well as a symphony orchestra, an opera, and ballet company.
The New York Times February 24, 1945
We declared war on the Axis February 23, 1945 In summation, three significant German works were never translated into English; there are ten mentions in biographical notes, three paragraphs in but one encyclopedia, and two chapters in books on expanded issues. Other than the book and follow-on papers by this author and several coauthors, there are five works providing coverage for a small subset of the émigrés.
There are moreover significant published anthologies, monographs, etc, in which one would expect to find information about this subject. Unfortunately they diffuse only a deafening silence. Raul Hilberg's (790 page) magnum opus, The Destruction of the European Jews which, in 1961, prepared the ground for the field of Holocaust studies, never mentioned Turkey's role in saving so much Jewish intellectual capital. 29 In 1964 Princeton University Press published Political Modernization in Japan and Turkey, a book which represented work commissioned by the Social Science Research Council under a grant from the Ford Foundation. In a thirty-page, highly-documented chapter discussing -Education in Turkey,‖ including higher education from the days of the Ottomans through the 1950s, 30 Frederick W. Frey, a Princeton PhD, Rhodes Scholar and the author of Turkish Political Elite, a professor at MIT and -member of the senior staff of its Center for International Studies,‖ never mentioned the role played by the German émigré professors in the evolution of Turkish higher education.
Moreover, -[i]n May 1991, an international and interdisciplinary group of scholars convened at the Wissenschaftskollegg [Research collegium] in Berlin to discuss the impact of forced emigration of Germanspeaking scholars and scientists after the Nazi takeover in 1933.‖ The result of that conference is the cited and referenced book. 31 In its foreword, Donald Fleming critically reflects on the established historical paradigm, e.g., -Germany had been intellectually punished for yielding to the Nazis and America and Britain intellectually rewarded for their political and civic virtues.‖ The book's (10-page, double-column, small-print) index has only one entry for Turkey. 34 -presents the history of the Holocaust topically, with approximately 1,000 entries of diverse size and scope. The encyclopedia has emerged as a central reference work for students of the subject.‖ 35 Searching all the relevant key words and names in its index and browsing through the pages, nothing was found on this rather significant migration of intellectuals. Also according to Laqueur, - Persecution (1997) , has woven together the history of the persecution through 1939 and its effect on the Jews in a masterful fashion. Read together these two books approach a comprehensive picture of the situation of German Jewry up to the outbreak of the war.‖ 42 Neither book, unfortunately, provides any mention, much less discussion, of the German intellectuals' by-invitation migration to Turkey. The same is true among -the legion of books that have appeared about Nazi Germany.‖ One of these was penned by the most acclaimed Holocaust historian, Yehuda Bauer. His A History of the Holocaust dedicates two pages to Turkey. Oddly, the discussion involves only the -Genocide of the Armenians,‖ while the rest of the book deals strictly with the Shoah. 43 
What Was the Intellectual Caliber of Those Turkey Saved for Posterity?
The word -philosophy‖ denotes a fairly well defined and established discipline. It also applies to a paradigm in other bodies of knowledge such as -philosophy of science,‖ -philosophy of economics,‖ and even the -philosophy of art.‖ Thus a change of an established paradigm in any field of knowledge is tantamount to a change in the philosophic approach within and across that field. It is well known that paradigm shifts in any discipline are not established easily. Stanford Shaw 63 suggested that -Turkey's role in helping European Jews during the Holocaust has been largely ignored or deprecated in studies and conferences on the subject, if for no other reason than that of the number of individuals involved. 64 -The disinclination of some Askenazi Jews today, along with a number of non-Jewish groups who for their own reasons wish to supress all mention and recognition of Turkey's important role in assisting Jews during the Holocaust ...is a cause to regret‖ 65 The continuing discovery of historical compendia that exclude any mention of this fascinating, and significant, historical episode which impacted several countries, is astounding.
Here are three somewhat paraphrased responses from knowledgeable people in this area who were surveyed on this subject by this author:
This piece of history is a blind spot, I guess, because it will otherwise haunt the -barbaric Turk‖ image, which has very much been of help, and is still in use to create, fuel and mobilize the "modernistic other." 66 I think the reason for the blind spot is unfortunately the perception of Turkey in Europe, which recent developments regarding the European Union show have not changed very much. 67 A correspondent who chose to remain anonymous said: -Clearly your research has highlighted an important neglected period in history. Ignorance of it may indeed be part of suspicion towards the Islamic world (despite Turkey's secular government).
Arguably one could add to these explanations the fact that Holocaust scholarship has been overwhelmingly about Ashkenazi (East and Central European Jews') experience and Jewish writers on the subject tend to be Ashkenazi. Turkish Jewry, on the other hand, has been predominantly Sephardi. Notwithstanding the fact that this historical episode involved intellectuals at the very pinnacle of their disciplines with many having Ashkenazi lineage, the locale was Turkey, a Muslim country, and the association was made with the Sephardi community. One could also argue that many of the émigrés never looked at themselves as Jews. Mathematician Richard von Mises and radiologic physicist Friedrich Dessauer 68 converted to Catholicism; others had their children baptized and, although some have expressed gratitude to Turkey for having been saved from extermination, others felt a sense of shame. They were ashamed because they were brilliant leaders in their respective fields, known all over the world for their contributions to knowledge. Yet when it came to saving their lives, the -civilized‖ world wanted no more Jews and a poor underdeveloped Muslim country invited them and their families.
The latter is evidenced in the fact that only a few of the émigrés have ever mentioned that they spent time in Turkey. Post-war PhD students at America's best universities were astounded to learn, when being interviewed by this author, that their beloved mentors had never said anything about their years in Turkish exile.
The majority of Holocaust/genocide historians are squarely behind the Armenians' side of the dispute and are uninterested in any acts on the part of Turkey which are favorable to that country's history. And, Turkey is not within the radar screen seen by historians of science and of technology. All of these explanations are plausible but the list, it appears, is still not complete.
Memories of the émigré professors and appreciation for their contributions to Turkey's modernization linger on in and among educated Turks at home and abroad. This topic is of particular relevance set against the current backdrop of Turkey's tug of war; her sustained efforts to enter the European Union while struggling to remain a secular state within a democratic framework and having a mostly traditional Islamic population with hostile theocracies as neighbors. Recently several symposia were devoted to keeping the memories alive. One conference organized by the Turkish Academy of Science (TÜBA) addressed -The Evolution of the Concept of University in Turkey (1861-1961)‖ (November 18, 2006) . At the meeting, the -university‖ concept during a 100-year time span was discussed with focus on Atatürk's university reforms, the realization of which was attributed to the émigrés from Germany. On April 7, 2006 , the University of Istanbul conducted a symposium on the 1933 University Reform. The conference opened with a welcoming speech by Dr. Mustafa Kaçar, Dean of the Çapa Medical Faculty, who reiterated that -Turkey owes a great debt to the émigrés. They did great work here, although some jealous colleagues tried to denigrate them.‖ He recounted a story about the émigré Ernst E. Hirsch, which was told by Kamran İnan, a former minister of foreign affairs, in his memoirs.
-When Kamran Inan was at the Political Sciences Faculty of Ankara University, he was a Hirsch student. One day Hirsch asked him whether he was interested in politics. Inan, who was a very good student, replied that he was interested in academic subjects only. Upon this Hirsch said: ‗Once we did the same thing. We were interested in academic work only. We were wrong. 
Concluding Remarks
Given that almost every intellectual discipline was represented in this migration and the representatives were all at the intellectual pinnacle among their peers worldwide, it is a glaring omission that Anglophone historians have overlooked this historic epoch.
Without a doubt, all of the émigrés had made major contributions to knowledge in their respective fields prior to being exiled. Some like Reichenbach, Auerbach, Von Mises, Rüstow, and Röpke, made contributions to knowledge while in Turkey and all continued to be paradigm shifters after leaving Turkey.
The Turkish nation, including members of its diaspora, remember and continue to acknowledge the émigrés' impact on Turkish society. There is a plethora of writings documenting the gratitude still felt for the émigrés' contributions. 75 There are also a few memoirs written by the émigrés themselves and by their progeny who were old enough at the time to remember.
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There are legions of graduate students, past and present, who read books and papers authored by the émigrés. Those who later became professors taught and are teaching future generations, still using materials the émigrés created, as is the case with the Mimesis that Erich Auerbach wrote while in Turkey, the younger generation being largely ignorant until now that had it not been for Turkey these materials would not exist.
Lastly, this was not the first time that Turkey had invited Jewish intellectuals being expelled by governments in their homelands. In 1492, when the king of Spain forced all Jews who did not convert to Christianity to leave, Sultan Beyazid II welcomed them with open arms. The sultan is supposed to have said "the king of Spain's loss is my gain." That migration brought the first printing press to the Ottoman Empire as well as personal physicians who served the court for several generations.
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In this case the Nazis' plans to rid themselves of Jews, beginning with intellectuals with Jewish roots or spouses, became a windfall for Atatürk's determination to modernize Turkey. The select group of Germans and later Austrians with a record of leading-edge contributions to their respective disciplines came to Turkey to transform Turkey's system of higher education and the new Turkish state's entire infrastructure, with the Reichstag's understanding. Occurring before the activation of death camps, this arrangement, served the Nazis' aim of making their universities, professions, humanities, and their arts Judenrein, cleansed of Jewish influence and free from intelligentsia opposed to fascism. Because the Turks needed the help, Germany could use this situation as an exploitable chit on issues of Turkey's neutrality during wartime. Thus, the national self-serving policies of two disparate governments served humanity's ends during the darkest years of the 20th century. 
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